Eagle Attack! Commentary

Dedication:

The Design of Eagle Attack!

Having now designed so many boardgames about World War 2 battles and campaigns, I was thinking if there were still any left that I was interested in and hadn't designed a game for.  The Market Garden air and land offensive in the Netherlands had seemed to me to be pretty cut-and-dried:  airdrop, ground offensive, more and better organized Germans than expected, and no way to rescue British 1st Airborne in and around Arnhem north of the Lower Rhine River.

However, that is all hindsight.  In Fall 1944, it appeared the German Wehrmacht was collapsing and outside of the SS diehards the war would soon be over.  And with the growing realization of the horrors of Nazi occupation - concentration camps and atrocities against occupied peoples generally - and the desire to avoid further, unnecessary Allied casualties, the urgency to end the war in Europe became intense.  The discovery and arrest for extermination of young Nazi Holocaust martyr Anne Frank and her family in the Netherlands occurred early in late summer 1944.

One of the key factors in the Allied defeat was the (officially) unexpected strength of the Germans encountered once the battle started.  So being able to design initially secret Fog of War variations of the Germans' strength for variant games was one of the design attractions.

My conventional wargamers' hexagonal grid and combat odds game concept proceeded as Airdrop!  Market Garden to Arnhem, Sep44, although I was (very briefly, it turned out) delayed awaiting here in Oslo an interlibrary loan of Robert Kershaw's excellent, definitive - indispensible - book about the battle from the German side, It Never Snows in September.  Airdrop! remains unfinished.

In the meantime, thinking about the battle, I noted how the boggy, sandy, and/or forested terrain confined mechanized units to the roads quite like the ridges of the Ardennes confined the German spearheads to roads.  And so I free-handed a draft point-to-point map for the battle and then became steadily more enthusiastic about doing an additional but simpler game - hence Eagle Attack!

By the way, I took my Basic Training in early 1967 at Ft. Campbell Kentucky, the home of the 101st Airborne Division Screaming Eagles, ergo my game's title.

Advice on Playing the Game:

I design games, because I think there is some better - faster and easier playing and more realistic - way to model the battles and their decision-making.  I think my games are quite sufficiently realistic in their abstract way, but I nonetheless usually lose playing them ... my *own* games ... so take my "advice" not uncritically.

The Allies do seem to need to drop the British units north of the Lower Rhine, to give them a chance of getting Arnhem or at least having a bridgehead across it.  If Arnhem is lost, to eventually get across the Lower Rhine they need to attack across it and the intervening rivers at and from multiple points, which means trucking the infantry up there as fast/soon as possible.  Going up just one side ... like through Tilburg and then Utrecht in the west ... is possible, but enables the Germans to concentrate on just one point to stop the advance.

Where you airdrop on the first turn is vital.  Don't overlook Elst, between Nijmegen and Arnhem.

And watch out for those Sherman-killing Tiger tanks teaming up together.

For the Germans, everything depends on where the airdrops are.  Even getting one sacrificial unit onto a main road point can seriously delay the Allied advance north, let alone any chance of cutting the Allied supply line in its middle.  On the other hand, you need units left to defend in the north.  Try to disengage your units in the south for redeployment north as soon as possible, if you aren't going to try to attack the main Allied route north from the sides.

Historical commentary:

Britain's Field Marshal Bernard Law Montgomery has occasionally been a controversial figure.  With "Christ come to cleanse the temple." vigor and righteousness, he took over command of a worn down British 8th Army - the "Desert Rats" - at El Alamein in Egypt in August 1942, and generaled it to victory over German Field Marshal Erwin Johann Rommel - "the Desert Fox" - in Tunisia in May 1943.  He achieved this by achieving complete control of the army and planning to meticulous detail rather than the aggressive audacity of our own General Patton.  "Monty" was very much a military scholar rather than a military genius.

After the Allied breakout from Normandy and annihilation of much of the German army in the West in the nearly closed Falaise Pocket in August 1944 - and there was mutual criticism between the Americans and British for the pocket not being completely closed - there was a headlong race between the Germans and Allies to reach the Germans' principal national line of defense, the Siegfried Line.

It was so chaotically desperate that in one instance in daylight, when a German Waffen (combat) SS column reached a crossroads slightly before an American truck (apparently not combat) column, the SS military policemen got out, held up their Halt! traffic signs, and the American trucks stopped until the Germans were past - no shots fired!  (This is in Robert Kershaw's book.)  Then too, especially in France, vengeful resistance fighters killed any straggling Germans they could get their hands on.

Ecstatic, victorious Allied troops liberated Paris and Brussels (Belgium) and war seemed sure to be over by Christmas.  However, the Allies had stretched their supply lines from back in Normandy too far and began to run short of gasoline and other vital supplies, so a choice had to be made which army to supply for a major push into Germany.

Generals Bradley and of course Patton wanted to push directly on through the Alsace-Lorraine into Germany, although that terrain was tough going and easily defended ... if the Germans were given time to organize a defense.  By contrast, Monty proposed seizing the bridges across the rivers converging in the Netherlands in the north and then striking eastward into the more open northern German plains, enabling the quick overrunning of Nazi Germany itself (and the freeing of millions of captive and doomed people).

This scheme was unusually creative for Monty.  Originally, it was Operation Comet, intending to use just the 1st British Airborne Division - the Red Devils - alone to seize the key bridges around Eindhoven, Nijmegen, and Arnhem, but with pauses for supply and reports from the Dutch Resistance that the Germans were reorganizing there was delay and Monty wanted the American 82nd ("All American") and now veteran 101st ("Screaming Eagles") divisions as well.  It would be the biggest airdrop attempted by far.

However - as depicted in the excellent film A Bridge Too Far - a young British intelligence officer learned and confirmed that Waffen SS panzer/armored troops had appeared around Arnhem, and although the 1st Airborne would have 17-pounder antitank guns along, it was not a heavy unit and could not last long against one.  But Montgomery and the airborne corps' British commander Browning - who said *before* the operation they might be attempting a bridge too far - were determined the operation proceed and succeed, so the young officer was sent to a mental rest home to be incommunicado for the duration of the battle.

An 82nd AB Div intelligence officer had noted the Germans' phenomenal recovery ability as well.

Things started off well enough on 17Sep44.  The Allies had achieved COMPLETE surprise and sent the Germans - even tough Field Marshal Model - into utter panic.  Because it was daylight in very good weather, most all the airborne troops landed right where they were supposed to be, ready to fight.  However, there were problems for the 1st Airborne up near Arnhem.  Gliders carrying the vehicles intended for quick access to the big, beautiful Arnhem highway bridge had crashed and destroyed those.  And the radios wouldn't work, making future cooperation for intelligent airdrops of supplies and more troops impossible.
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